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I wake up every
morning hoping
to make the best
decisions for the
future of my wife
and two boys. I
pray that I can
be someone that can
lead them in the
direction that is
intended for us.
-JASON LACKEY

L

ocated in Haskell, Texas and focused on producing
quality show hogs for years, Jason and Jackie Lackey
of Lackey Livestock are two people that know the value
of hard work and what it means to be an advocate for
this industry we have all been fortunate enough to be a part
of. Jason has an undying passion for the swine industry, but
ultimately, he is devoted to his faith and to providing for his
family. “I wake up every morning hoping to make the best
decisions for the future of my wife and two boys,” Jason
says. “I pray that I can be someone that can lead them in the
direction that is intended for us.”
Livestock and agriculture have always played
a major role in both Jason and Jackie’s lives, and has
paved the way for them throughout all of their endeavors.
They are both graduates from Texas A&M University
and members of National Champion Wool and Livestock
judging teams, respectively. While these may seem like
great accomplishments to most, it was only a stepping-stone
leading them where they are today. When asked what their
favorite memories or greatest accomplishments were, they
responded with not only the birth of their two sons, Weston
and Grant, but also having the opportunity to raise them in
an industry that has meant so much to them.
This past year was certainly one to remember for
the Lackey family, and it was filled with memories they
will cherish forever. This is proven to be true by Weston
not only exhibiting the Reserve Grand Champion Barrow
at the National Western Stock Show, but also by exhibiting
the Grand Champion Barrow at the San Antonio Livestock
Exposition. Successful is an understatement for this family
and Lackey Livestock, and that’s no secret. “Having the
Grand at a major of that size is hard enough, but when it’s
combined with being out of one of our boars, that makes it
even more special,” Jason says.
The secret is out, and Dirty Secret, Bachelor Party x
Sugar Daddy x Rated R, raised by Lackey Livestock, was one
of the most current and well-known boars this past year.
He was definitely “the boar” with wins across the country.
In addition to previously mentioned wins at San Antonio
and Denver, his resume of success is lengthy and certainly
noteworthy. Hitting the scene in 2017, it will be great to
see the type of lasting impact he has with sons now housed
at studs across the country and the number of females in
production. 		
When visiting with Jason about the genetic lines
having the greatest influence in his herd, he stated most of
them can be traced back to a few sow lines, most of which
have Rated R in their pedigree. Along with Dirty Secret,
another boar sent out that also has made a huge impact,
Springsteen, both of which can be traced back to Rated R.
Genetics aren’t the only thing that have influenced
the success of Lackey Livestock, several people have played a
major role in the development of their operation. “I’ve been

fortunate enough to be surrounded by some of the great
minds in our business since I was young, and many of
those people have shaped the way I think and the way
I approach things at our farm,” he says. “Mike Clay, Al
Schminke, Brian and Brandon Anderson, Jerry Hawkins,
Ryan Rathmann, Chris Skaggs and Jay McCormick are
all people who have taught me many things in different
facets of the business. But, Jim and Mike McCoy have
been the family and firm that I’d say have been my
mentors since my beginning in this business. Those
guys are stockmen. They emphasize the things that
matter and have taught me more about the skeleton
of an animal and the practical reasons why things are
important than I’ll ever be able to pay back.”
He may not ever be able to pay back all of these
individuals, but he feels as if he too influences others
then he has done his job. Every business is different,
and every business has different goals in mind. Lackey
Livestock is devoted to producing great stock but, more
importantly, advocating and educating others. “I find
great joy in working with kids who over a period of
time develop a strong enough opinion that they will
argue with my recommendations,” he notes. “At that
point, you know they have listened and developed
enough confidence to question what they feel is the best
decision. I can’t be with them every day so when we

begin to have that kind of dialogue is when I know I’ve
done my job and it’s a new level of fun.”
They’ve also had a broader and meaningful impact
through involvement with TPPA. This past year Jason and
Jackie donated the CTBR foundation gilt, an awesome
Chester female, which in turn raised $7,000 dollars for
the CTBR scholarship program for Texas youth. Jason
also serves on the planning committee for the TPPA’s
exciting new gilt show — Texas’ Elite Showcase.
Lackey Livestock is a top breeder across the
country, and has been one of the top three CTBR
breeders the past three years. TPPA is very thankful
for the help, input and service, having his progressive
mindset is valuable for our association’s future. Them
giving back doesn’t stop there. Lackey Livestock puts
on several clinics to help the next generation in their
development. They understand shaping the next
generation of leaders is of upmost importance, and have
realized over the past years the level of participation in
livestock projects has been down due to lack of support.
In 2017, Jason and Jackie provided county agents and
ag teachers the ability to nominate young people for the
opportunity to feed and take care of a livestock project
when they might not be able to otherwise — LLevate Gilt
Initiative program.

In addition to helping the youth and
educating them, Lackey feels like in order to
keep up with the ever-changing times and keep
the industry moving forward, “We must also be
willing to self-evaluate and make changes when
necessary to propel our industry forward.” Jason
says, “Our business is as open and transparent
to the public as it has ever been, and it’s our
responsibility to represent our industry as we
wish to be perceived every single day. We must
be advocates of agriculture, be proud of our
position and willing to educate those who may
not understand.”
With his steno in hand, like a true
judging kid, and his wireless headphones
playing Colin Cowherd and other sports
podcasts, Jason works every day to ensure he
is making his business the best it can be and
looking for new ways to set them apart from
others. It’s not always easy to set yourself apart
in an industry where everyone has the same
goal in mind, which is to produce the best
livestock in the country. However, at Lackey
Livestock they are committed to maintaining
a solid foundation to set themselves apart.
“I feel like very few who raise pigs are truly
convicted about the kind they like and want
to produce,” he explains. “I don’t keep many
around that don’t fit the mold of what I see as
an ideal animal, and because of that, I feel like
we’ve been able to create a lot of consistency.”
With approximately 100 sows made up of
Chesters, Yorks, Hamps, Berks, Crosses and
Durocs, Lackey has been able to capitalize on
maintaining a solid sow foundation to build
their herd around.
Recognized as one of the top breeders in
the country, Jason gets to trade in the steno for a
microphone and put his expertise to the test from
the inside of the ring. His ability to evaluate and

sort through hogs accurately and efficiently,
in addition to working with youth, stands
out. He feels as if this is just one way he can
give back to an industry that has given him
and his family so much, and it gives him the
opportunity to educate those around him.
Over the years Lackey Livestock has
had many great achievements, but they
don’t plan on stopping there. Jason and
Jackie hope to continue to produce high
quality show pigs, advocate for this industry
and raise their boys around something
that has paved their way through life. They
strongly believe in this program and the
kids it produces. In a constantly changing
world with many distractions, you can bet
Lackey Livestock will keep their head down,
finding new ways to adapt to inevitable
changes and challenges. It’s fitting when
asked what the best advice ever received
was, Lackey responded with words of
wisdom that were passed down from his
granddad, “Never get so far out of bounds
that you can’t get back in.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: TO LEARN MORE ABOUT LACKEY
LIVESTOCK, VISIT THEIR WEBSITE AT
LACKEYLIVESTOCK.COM.
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